Professor Tony Buzan is the world’s leading authority on Learning, Creativity, Memory and Thinking, and in the last 50 years had lectured at the world’s top schools and universities, including Oxford, Cambridge and Harvard, as well as many Fortune 1000 companies.

He is the originator of Mind Map®, widely acknowledged as the most powerful learning and thinking tool ever invented, and now used by more than 400 million worldwide.

Professor Buzan has authored more than 140 bestselling books on the Brain, Learning and Creativity. His latest book published this year is ‘The Teacher’, dedicated to his life mission on promoting Global Mental Literacy.

Register online:
www.sciencecentreholdings.com.sg or www.tonybuzan.edu.sg
Hotline: 6100 4433
Mind Map® Seminar

For corporate leaders, professionals, teachers and parents.

Workshops with inventor Professor Tony Buzan and Dr Tan Buck Chye, Principal Trainer of Mind Map Training Centre in Singapore.

Session One

• The Science of Mind Mapping®
• Mental Literacy®
• Creative Intelligence

Session Two

• Mind Map® as a Learning Tool
• Mind Mapping® for Knowledge Management
• P.O.W.E.R.® Life Strategy

“It is successful because it mirrors the way the brain works.”
The Herald

“If I am concerned about having too much or what to cover in a speech, I organize by mind mapping the materials.”
Dr Ken Blanchard, One Minute Manager

“A new generation of ‘mind mapping’ software can be used ...- and ultimately create new knowledge ...”
Bill Gates, Microsoft